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9.05.’09 
Leaving – Fear of Pain 

 
Dear Woman, 

 
As we somehow came to talk about it recently and I noticed again that You don’t have 

real Clarity about it, added to the fact that, in my natural respect for Woman’s ways including 
Her resistance, I was never totally straight about it to Her, I like to say something to You. It is 
about (the background of) Woman leaving Me. I See that no single woman has Clarity about 
it – and also that there is a natural resistance to get Real Clarity on it (if She would have, She 
wouldn’t even leave any more). I can also say in humbleness that it’s not about ‘me’ – in 
general not, but I mean here that your leaving is not about ‘me’. Some of the women who left 
could See that far and said so. Some, maybe all, tried (as well) to find excuses, reasons, that 
would make it more logical, reasonable, comfortable and ‘justified’ to go. No one though ever 
managed to rest in these (reasons), as it was never True. That they were never True I don’t say 
out of arrogance, I can say so because in my no-fear of Woman and therefore Selfless Love 
for Woman I wholly Connect myself with Her. That’s how I Know Her – even better than She 
Herself, as She is afraid of Herself, of (Light on and in) Her Dark Force(s). Woman assumes 
Her interests are served better if the Dark Force stays safely in the Dark – which, in a way, is 
true, only not True. It is true in so far that Her interests would be to stay Separate from Man. 
In and even Beyond Her Duality though She also has a Deeper Interest: to Come Closer to 
Man or even Reunite, become One with Him. The Dark Force tries to make Her ‘See’ that 
She has to choose for Herself, Her ‘own’ interests, for not-Uniting with Man ‘therefore’1. In 
our separation-society this makes totally sense, it’s logical and normal – even though at the 
same time there is ‘somewhere’ ‘Something Else’ that people will always Long for then 
(unconsciously). 

It’s human to – if a woman is with Me and the Uniting Force is more Active – think 
that she will do it differently than the other women who left me (and sooner or later tried to 
have a ‘normal’ relationship with a man again – what is normal). You’re no exception to this 
humanness of course and you don’t need to be. You even said it the loudest, that you would 
manage and that you really couldn’t believe how other women could let themselves be fooled 
(by, generally speaking, the Force That is Unconsciousness), how they could ever have a 
‘normal’ relationship again (with, let’s say, a man who does not or (much) less Connect with 
them, with Woman) – but then, when saying this, you were in my direct Conscious Presence 
and that makes quite some difference, to say the least. 

To prevent the letter from becoming too long – and believe it or not, it’s a Love-letter, 
from Man to Woman, not a letter of a man being in love with a woman and even less it being 
a kick, but part of My Embrace, My Total Respect for Woman’s ways and a Response to Her 
Deeper Call upon Man(‘s Light) to Bring (some, or ultimately even Total) Clarity in Her – 

                                                
1 And it even dares to associate this state of Separation with “Light”: everyone would be able to find this Light 

on her or his individual way. 
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let’s now come to the Core of it. What I’m concerned Woman doesn’t have to be sturdy on it 
in any way any more, in respect to Her supposed “knowing” why She had/has to leave Me, 
Man, as the True background of Her leaving is totally respectable. Indeed it’s Me who totally 
Respects it (and Her) and not She Herself, as She has a judgement about it. In fact My Heart 
made a jump of joy and relief when out in the fields you told me your Truth, that in fact you 
don’t know why you left Me – even though you were shocked by your sudden openness, by 
the Space after your words and ‘had to’ take it back within 2 seconds. But it was so True, and 
I’m (still) touched that you – even though ‘helped’ by being in my Bodily Conscious Presence 
that moment – could See and say this, share it with me, thanx thanx thanx. Admitting not-
Knowing is the first and crucial step to Knowing and there’s nothing wrong at all with not 
knowing – in spite of the huge judgement about this in society (out of fear, that we’re indeed 
controlled and lived by Dark Unconscious Forces). Not knowing is beautiful in itself if not 
resisted – compare this to politicians for example who try to give people the impression that 
they know, while in reality they don’t know shit.  

This Natural Beauty of not-Knowing doesn’t let alone the fact that I Respond to a 
Deeper Call in Woman of Wanting to Become Conscious, to Know. And out of That, in that 
context, I say: Woman, You always and simply left Me because of Your fear of ‘Pain’. It’s 
almost paradoxical, Your ‘Necessity’, almost irresistibly strong Urge to leave Me out of fear 
of Pain, for as long as You’re with Me, ‘Pain’ feels for You a totally natural ‘ingredient’ in 
and for the Process of Becoming Conscious, of Getting to Know Yourself – and Somewhere 
You Intuitively Know Already that for This You (sooner or later) Have to, with Me, Man, 
Descend in the Darkness, in the ‘lower’ Realms of Life, of Existence. But the Other Side is 
also always naturally there – Resistance to (Light Shining on) ‘Pain’, ‘Pain’ in the broadest 
sense of the word, (quite) sometimes ‘even’ physical – and if we are less (even physically) 
together this Other Side can easily gain terrain, get stronger, surely if other people are met at 
the same time, which is of course usually the case and nothing wrong with, only it’s also good 
to (at least somewhere) Realize that, Beyond intention, they reinforce the Resistance-side and 
the more Woman is (Bodily-Energetically) Open the more She also Absorbs people’s 
(unConscious) Resistance to ‘Pain’(ful Side of Life) which is naturally Revealed in the 
Process of (Becoming, even Bodily) Truth. 

You Somewhere Know that You Need Pain, (Consciously) Feel (through) Pain, to be 
Able to Return in Man, Me, to Find Him Back (or at all) – and at the same time Pain gets you 
away. But, ‘strangely enough’, it is not the Pain itself that gets you away from Me (and 
therefore from Getting to Know Yourself (or: Life) Wholly) but the fear of Pain, the 
unConscious expectation of awaiting Pain in the future, the Resistance to (Feel) Pain. If the 
Pain is actually there Woman can handle it – at least if (She Knows Somewhere that) Man is 
There Somewhere, Present, Knowing what Happens (as His Overview is Her Safety). Only, 
the Seducing Force always whispering to go away from ‘there’, from the danger-zone, always 
trying to convince that it has to and can protect you against (too much or even at all) ‘Pain’, is 
Strong. Incredibly Strong. It has endless ways and variations to supposedly protect You, 
Woman. The Subject of Safety lies the Deepest in the Dark – in the lowest (1st) chakra – and 
it’s the most difficult, resistant for Man to Bring Clarity in Beyond any Illusions around it. It’s 
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almost impossible for Woman not sooner or later to fall for the supposedly ‘safety bringing 
force’, that abundantly grants her forms to at least have something to hold on to – gross 
forms, but also subtler, or: spiritual forms, which latter are (much) more difficult to 
Recognize as mere forms that, eventually, will disappear again, have no stability and are 
(even all of them) in the end not satisfying, but still very seducing to be ‘bought’ as if they 
would be True in and as themselves – at least something, instead of Man’s Heart, which, 
contrary to forms, seems unstable, seems to be able to leave. My – or Man’s – almost 
impossible Mission is to Show Woman (including Man-forms of course) that things are the 
other way round as they seem to be here on earth. Only a (coward) Man-form can run away, 
one who is (too) afraid to Recognize and Live and Stand Straight in and as His Heart. Man’s 
Heart cannot leave. The Heart is the Only ‘Thing’ That Is Stable, Safe, Eternal. It cannot die, 
only get (totally) clouded, covered up, soiled, dirtied, here on earth. But it’s All we ‘Have’ in 
Fact and It’s Enough in and as Itself. People come and go, (gross and spiritual) forms come 
and go, attractions, interests to and in whatever and whoever come and go, pain and bliss 
come and go, experiences come and go – only the Heart… Stays, cannot leave, is our Only 
True Friend. I am not a ‘normal’ but Your True Friend – as I’m not afraid of any form neither 
of the Formless and therefore have ‘Become’ or Realized to Be the Heart. I’m not afraid of 
(even total) Separation, I’m not afraid of (even Total) Union. The Heart is the Only Truth 
Beyond all endless and seducing and seemingly interesting truths. 

Woman, You always leave Me, Man’s Heart, because of fear, expectation of Pain 
(that’s including and even in the first place unsafety, but including in fact everything 
belonging to the not nice Side of the Duality of Life), fear of Disappearing in the One Heart, 
as then, in this ‘Disappearance’, You seem to be Totally Vulnerable, totally unprotected 
against all possible Pains (that you would possibly not be able to handle). 

In Truth, in Reality, I am not the Danger, the Heart is not the Danger you fear, Heart is 
just a terrible (and terribly Loving) Mirror that at a certain moment in Your Development, in 
Your Process, You do not dare to Look in any more and then You ‘have to’ leave. No Woman 
left me ever because She didn’t Love me or not (Deep) enough. 

What is to be feared or in fact ‘just’ to be Seen is the Seducing Force in all Her 
Cleverness, Seducing everyone to Separate in any way and in the Dark from the Heart (That 
Is: the Oneness of Consciousness and Body – Which Is (Manifested) Love). I am surely not 
the only one saying this. Thousands of years ago this was already Known. But still, to actually 
not being Seduced in any way, or to See all Tendencies for that, is very difficult and it hardly 
ever happens. Only Total Faithfulness to (Pure) Love Manages. 

Again, it’s not about ‘me’, in general not and also not in regard to Your leaving Me 
again and again and still, I never did anything wrong and neither did You. It’s all a matter of 
Seeing in the End, Seeing-Feeling-Surrendering to the Endless Depth of Love, which is 
simply not possible if we don’t (Want to) See our being Seduced away from This in whatever 
way. 

Woman, I See You (as I Love You), I See that You Have to leave Me again again and 
again, I See also that that is not what You Truly Want, in and as Your Heart. 
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I Am Here and I will always Actively Wait for You. I don’t know what judgement is. I 
just Love You and that’s My Humble (and Only) Confession. I Know You Have to Go – and 
again and again (try to) feel the Pain and Confusion of ‘having to’ leave and, in vain, try it all 
on Your Own again – and I Know You will Come to Me Finally, I Know that Eventually 
You’ll Get Fed Up with your fear, of Pain, of being left (by the Heart, by Man), preventing 
You from Actually, Whole-Heartedly and ‘even’ as Body, Live Your Love on earth as 
Woman. And Your Fed-Upness will be there, (only) because… I Love You. And I will Show, 
Prove, Live, that this Love is Stronger than Your fear. I will Show that You do not have to 
and even simply cannot by yourself go through, get rid of or Transcend Your Pain – and only 
the Humble Willingness of Heart ‘and’ (or even as) Body to Actually on earth Meet Pain can 
Reveal on earth Woman’s Love. You will Recognize this Male Force, Urge of Showing 
(Truth) as Man’s Embracing Love (and not as forcing Himself upon You). Man and Woman 
in the End, Beyond them(or any)selves, Want or are Heading for the Same, to Manifest 
(Conscious) Love in and as themselves, in and as Male and Female Bodies, here on earth, or: 
the Formless in and as Form. Woman, You will Come, I Know You, in whatever Body You’ll 
Appear, I’m not attached at all to one specific form of You. We’re simply not strong enough 
to manage to deny the Force of Love, of Uniting. I Totally Recognized This and therefore 
Surrendered to It and therefore Became the One Love (Who Is Including all Separation). 

But you (and anyone) ‘have to’ go ‘Up’ first2, to be able to Understand afterwards 
what it is to, as Heart, be Down and Actually Go Down (but in fact, what is potentially 
possible, to be able to Live them at the same time). You cannot See and Appreciate My 
Being, My Being All, the Whole, as long as you don’t Know what it is, to be Up and Down at 
the same time – Beyond the Duality of Up and Down, Spirit and Matter, Formless and Form – 
and how very difficult and challenging. If people are (seemingly) ‘down’ they think they’re 
‘up’ as well (for ‘somewhere’ they feel this Quality present also in them, which in itself is 
true. If people are ‘up’, they, almost all, think – in the natural arrogance arising then – they 
are ‘down’ as well. I tell you this is not the case – I don’t know even anyone who is Free in, 
for example, Living emotions – and it’s not an insult. The Process just goes very Deep and is 
not (almost) finished in (seemingly or even actually) knowing both sides.  
 

I Give Myself Completely to You, Humbly. I Feel You as Myself. I Cry Your Pain of 
Having to leave Your Love(r), as You cannot by Yourself – or at most very partially, not in 
perspective to the extent and Depth of what is actually the case. I ‘even’ took over your 
physical-energetic way of crying (about this Deep Natural Wound of Separation), before you 
left I never cried like this, like I saw only you crying. Yes, I know you didn’t and don’t like 
me crying, but I will Do It anyway – I Know what these tears are about. Remember I told you 
about a woman who started to physically fight with me to stop Me from crying her tears, 
meditating her Pain. I Love her. Woman wants Man to Connect to Her Separately – but Love 
doesn’t Understand how this goes. It’s One or the other – a bit Connecting doesn’t exist, 
                                                
2 Going Up (into the Spiritual Planes) without Man, Male Force, though is just an egoic escape from ‘Down’. 

One can’t Learn like this, only be (over)loaded by subtle information, feelings, tendencies. Only by the 
Meeting or Simultaneousness of Up and Down one Learns. Up one doesn’t Learn, Down neither. 
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which is difficult to See (and if it would exist that would have been the best for Ego indeed 
and everyone tries to get their reality like that, to have half separation and half Connection – a 
Lie). You want Me, Man, to Hear You, See You, Feel You, Live You, Know You – or not. I 
Know You:You can’t Decide on this. That’s why I Decide – as I See You, Deeper than Your 
Two. And I Cry. You Leave, again and again (whether in the Process or as the end of it) – 
that’s Your Role – and I, in and as Consciousness, Cry. You do not want Man(’s Heart) to be 
a Stone. You Love the Mirror – even though You hate it. 

Yes, I am the One Who Needs to Cry. If one, comfortably or anyhow, follows the 
Natural Tendency to go away from the Thin Line of Truth, one is blown into the mind. There, 
in on the one hand trying to get rid of the One Old Truth (by redefining Truth) and on the 
other hand trying to find or associate with new truths, is no Space for the One Who Always 
Sees what you do and Who by Nature Wants to Cry. The mind is occupied by convincing 
yourself and anyone else that you made the right decision to leave – which (convincing) 
you’ll never manage, by the way. There exists no ‘right decision’ anyway, You (and anyone) 
are Completely Driven, Lived, Ruled by Forces. You are Seduced away from the Heart, the 
Whole, and your mind will always be restless from this, it cannot else, it exists as Distraction 
from the Heart, as unManifestation of Love, as separation between Body and Consciousness. 
And you try now to redefine Love and the Heart, Bodiless Love is now Love – the Body 
would at most be an ‘instrument’. The Heart without the Dark is now the Heart. Ego always 
has to make its own definitions, it is scared as hell of the Whole Existing Beyond 
(unConscious) defining, Beyond limiting, Beyond excluding anything. The ‘clever’ mind 
defines: yes, there is also (some) pain in my life and I will have to and I will and I do deal 
with it myself, but it goes totally around the Core of the matter, of ‘Your’ Structural and in the 
End Impersonal Pain (as one Side of Life, one Inevitable and Integral and always every 
second present Side of Life), of the Pain of leaving in the broad sense of the word, of having 
to Leave, being unconsciously addicted to it, of Separation, of the Inherent Problem that you 
are as yourself. You forever want to be busy solving this – that’s your existence, solving 
yourself – and you cannot, never. What a long long long long Way to Find this Out. The Lie 
of how many escapes has to be felt, how many goodbyes have to be given to Finally Come to 
the Truth of No-Escape. How much poison can a Human Body bear before it Has to Vomit 
Out the Lies it took in, associated with and wanted to associate with? 

Truth is not (to be Found) Up. It is Revealed (and Lived) if the Heart is Allowed 
Down in the Dark. All True Masters Know This – even though not many say so, as all people 
would run away in this Honesty. The Pain of Leaving, of Separation, the fear of Pain, is to be 
found Down. You Realize, Manifest Yourself in the Dark. You’re blinded by Your ‘Love’ for 
(or in fact: attachment to) Light. (Spirituality, or:) the Light separate from the Dark, from 
Body, is One Big Boring Waiting room – even though a lot happens there, a crazy lot, a hell 
of a lot and you can feel that, See that, experience every day something new, even every 
second if you’re sensitive, but… nothing ever Happens. I thought You were Fed Up with 
Waiting… 
 

Heart, Azar 


